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Parametric stochastic simulators are ubiquitous in science, often featuring high-
dimensional input parameters and/or an intractable likelihood. Performing
Bayesian parameter inference in this context can be challenging. We present a
neural simulator-based inference algorithm which simultaneously offers simulation
efficiency and fast empirical posterior testability, which is unique among modern
algorithms. Our approach is simulation efficient by simultaneously estimating
low-dimensional marginal posteriors instead of the joint posterior and by proposing
simulations targeted to an observation of interest via a prior suitably truncated by
an indicator function. Furthermore, by estimating a locally amortized posterior our
algorithm enables efficient empirical tests of the robustness of the inference results.
Such tests are important for sanity-checking inference in real-world applications,
which do not feature a known ground truth. We perform experiments on a marginal-
ized version of the simulation-based inference benchmark and two complex and
narrow posteriors, highlighting the simulator efficiency of our algorithm as well as
the quality of the estimated marginal posteriors. Implementation on GitHub. 1
1 Introduction
Parametric stochastic simulators are ubiquitous in science [1–3] and using them to solve the Bayesian
inverse problem is of general interest. Likelihood-based methods like Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) [4, 5] or nested sampling [6] are applicable when the likelihood is tractable. It is equally
common that the likelihood is only implicitly defined by the simulator or is inefficient to compute. For
this so-called likelihood-free or simulation-based inference, the traditional approach is Approximate
Bayesian Computation (ABC) [7].
Simulation-based inference (SBI) has been an open research topic for years. Deep learning has
accelerated progress in the field [8–11]. Proposed algorithms that learn the likelihood [10] or the
posterior [11–13] utilize a density estimator. The likelihood-to-evidence ratio [8] can be learned via a
classification-based technique. Refs. [8] and [11] were brought into a unified framework by [14].
High-fidelity simulators often have many parameters and/or an intractable likelihood function, which
can make inference notoriously difficult. Practitioners are usually faced with observational data
and an expensive stochastic simulator, without access to the ground truth posterior. They want a
testably accurate posterior estimate without extreme simulation expense. With existing methods, the
practitioner must choose between increased accuracy per simulation or efficient empirical testability.
We provide a method which offers both simultaneously with a balance that can be tuned by a
hyperparameter. Three attributes contribute to this goal:
























Table 1: Comparison of SBI methods, including our proposed TMNRE. See text for details.
Method / Property Likelihood-based ABC NRE NPE SNRE SNPE TMNRE
Targeted inference 3 • 7 7 3 3 3
Simulator efficient direct marginals 7 3 • • 7 7 3
(Local) amortization 7 7 3 3 7 7 3
Targeted inference. Focusing simulations on the parameter regions that are most relevant for the
inference problem and target data is more efficient. This is particularly true when most
posterior density is concentrated compared to the prior’s density.
Marginal posteriors instead of the joint. Scientific insight is often based on a low dimensional
marginalization of the posterior with nuisance parameters removed. The full joint posterior
can be unnecessarily informative. Targeting marginals directly, by estimating only the
marginal posterior for the parameters of interest, is simpler and sufficient for most purposes.
Consistency checks through local amortization. Practitioners are interested in testing the quality of
inference methods [15–17]. One such test is to compare the empirical and nominal contained
mass of estimated credible regions. Amortized methods learn the posterior for any data,
generated by any parameter, facilitating empirical study of the nominal credible regions on
fabricated data. Still, learning an amortized posterior is excessive if only a small subset of
parameters are consistent with a target observation.
We propose the concept of local amortization to learn the posterior on said subset, combining
simulator efficiency of targeted inference with the testability of amortization. Both are
critical components for enabling trustworthy scientific results.
Our contribution. We propose an algorithm that simultaneously achieves all three of the above
aspects: Truncated Marginal Neural Ratio Estimation (TMNRE) approximates the marginal likelihood-
to-evidence ratio in a sequence of rounds. As a basis, we adopt likelihood-to-evidence estimation
proposed in [8]. Our iterative scheme is loosely inspired by likelihood-based nested sampling [6,
18, 19] since we generate training data drawn from a nested sequence of truncated priors in multiple
rounds. Our algorithm (a) preferentially generates simulations in relevant regions of the parameter
space, (b) allows generation of all marginals of interest simultaneously and in parallel from the same
training data, and (c) yields posteriors that are locally amortized in a constrained region around the
posterior, enabling empirical self-consistency test of the inference results.
Related work. In Table 1, we compare the properties and features of a selection of deep-learning
based simulator-based inference methods that are directly relevant for our work. Sampling from
regions of highest probability density is baked into most likelihood-based methods [4–6, 18–22].
Amortization is generally not available with these methods because they sample from a particular
posterior. Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) is a rejection sampling technique where
proposed samples from the generative model are accepted based on a user defined distance criterion
comparing generated data to the observation of interest. Two important methods include REJ-ABC
[7] where the proposal distribution is simply the parameter prior and SMC-ABC [23, 24] where the
proposal is iteratively refined.
Likelihood-free inference can be cast as a conditional density estimation problem targeting either
the posterior directly [11–14] or the likelihood [10, 25]. This technique requires a density estimator,
normally implemented as a mixture density network [26] or a normalizing flow [27, 28]. Neural
Likelihood Estimation (NLE) performs well on benchmark tasks but must learn a density representation
of the data in an unsupervised setting. Modern variants of Neural Posterior Estimation (NPE) [14]
have become effective enough to offer an alternative marginal estimation method for practitioners. A
simple implementation was discussed in [29].
Amortized Approximate Ratio Estimators / Neural Ratio Estimation (NRE): Binary classification
allows estimation of the likelihood ratio between two hypotheses [9, 30–34] and was most famously
applied to Generative Adversarial Networks [35]. Ref. [8] noted that naive application in the
likelihood-free setting was unsatisfactory because the mathematically arbitrary choice of reference
hypothesis significantly affected empirical MCMC results. Comparing likelihoods from jointly drawn
(x,θ) ∼ p(x,θ) and marginally drawn (x,θ) ∼ p(x)p(θ) samples, where x and θ refer respectively
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to simulated data and simulator parameters, addresses the issue. Ref. [14] cast NRE and NPE in a
unifying framework by adapting the loss function to contrast several possible hypothetical parameters.
In this paper we refer to the algorithm described in [8] as NRE or NRE_A while the likelihood ratio
algorithm described in [14] is referred to as NRE_B.
Directly estimating the marginal posterior distribution directly has been mentioned [8] and explored
[29, 36]. Moment networks [29] produce the (central) moments of the posterior distribution, without
calculating the density explicitly, via a hierarchy of neural networks trained on a regression problem.
Ref. [29] also introduced a method which learns marginal posteriors with normalizing flows.
Sequential Methods: The neural likelihood-free methods generally offer a so-called sequential
formulation that targets the posterior of a particular observation xo [8, 10, 14]. Rather than drawing
samples from the prior, the simulation budget is divided between rounds and the previous round’s
posterior is used as the new proposal distribution for the next round. This method increases simulation
efficiency, but does not allow for amortization. Importantly, sequential methods can become highly
inefficient when targeting multiple marginal posteriors directly because the previous round’s marginal
posterior does not update beliefs about the other parameters. A full parameter vector is necessary to
run the simulator, thus defeating the purpose for all nuisance (marginalized-over) parameters.
2 Method
We aim to estimate any marginal posterior of interest using an approximate marginal likelihood-to-
evidence ratio. Although we normally compute every one and two dimensional marginal posterior for
visualization purposes, our method is not limited to this restriction. Let us define the object of study.
Let parametric stochastic simulator g be a nonlinear function that maps a vector of real parameters
θ = (θ1, . . . , θD) and a stochastic latent state z to an observation x = g(θ, z). The likelihood
function is therefore p(x | θ) =
∫
δ(x − g(θ, z)) p(z | θ) dz, where δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta.
We consider a factorizable prior p(θ) = p(θ1) · · · p(θD) over the parameters. The joint posterior is
given via Bayes’ rule as p(θ | x) = p(x | θ)p(θ)/p(x), where p(x) is the evidence. Our goal is to
efficiently compute arbitrary marginal posteriors, p(ϑ | x). Here, ϑ are the parameters of interest,
and we denote all other (nuisance) parameters by η, such that θ = (ϑ,η). The marginal posterior is
obtained from the joint distribution p(ϑ,η | x) := p(θ | x) by integrating over all components of η,
p(ϑ | x) =
∫
p(ϑ,η | x) dη =
∫






where we used Bayes’ rule, prior factorizibility, and defined the marginal likelihood p(x | ϑ).
2.1 Marginal Neural Ratio Estimation (MNRE)
This paper considers the set of one and two dimensional marginal posteriors and their corre-
sponding parameters of interest. Given parameter vector θ ∈ RD, define the set of all pa-
rameters associated with the one dimensional marginal posteriors by Θ1 := {θ1, . . . , θD}. We
do something similar, up to symmetry, for all two dimensional marginal posteriors Θ2 :={
(θi, θj) ∈ R2
∣∣ i = 1, . . . , D, j = i+ 1, . . . , D}. We set our marginals of interest {ϑk} :=
Θ1 ∪ Θ2 but in the general case, {ϑk} can be any set of marginals that the practitioner desires.
For every ϑk we use NRE [8] to estimate the corresponding marginal likelihood-to-evidence ratio










To this end, we train binary classifiers ρ̂k,φ(x,ϑk) to distinguish jointly drawn parameter-simulation
pairs (x,ϑk) ∼ p(x,ϑk) from marginally drawn parameter-simulation pairs (x,ϑk) ∼ p(x)p(ϑk),




. Then the ratios of interest can be estimated by





= rk(x | ϑk) . (3)
We train each ratio estimator r̂k(x | ϑ) using Adam [37] to minimize the binary cross-entropy (BCE)
`k = −
∫
[p(x | θ)p(θ) ln ρ̂k,φ(x,ϑk) + p(x)p(θ) ln (1− ρ̂k,φ(x,ϑk))] dx dθ . (4)
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In practice, we concatenate x with ϑk as the input to ρ̂k,φ. Since each classifier trains independently,
it is trivial to train them all in parallel using the same underlying (x,θ) pairs.
Practically, we parameterize the classifier by ρ̂k,φ(x,ϑk) = σ ◦ fk,φ(x,ϑk), where σ is the logistic
sigmoid and fk,φ is a neural network. The connection in Eq. (3) between the estimated ratio and the
classifier implies that log r̂k(x | ϑk) = fk,φ(x,ϑk). We call the above technique MNRE.
When training data is limited, we found empirically (see Sec. 3.2 below) that the MNRE approach
typically leads to conservative (i.e., not overconfident) likelihood-to-evidence ratio estimates, provided
early stopping criteria are used to avoid over-fitting of the classifier. At its core MNRE solves a simple,
supervised binary classification task rather than a complex, unsupervised density estimation problem.
Classification tasks are generally easier to train [9], and can rely on battle-tested network architectures.
2.2 Truncated Marginal Neural Ratio Estimation (TMNRE)
MNRE and NRE estimate a (marginal) likelihood-to-evidence ratio agnostic to the observed data
x or parameter θ, a so-called amortized estimate. In other words, MNRE is suitable when x ∈
{g(θ, z) | θ ∈ Ω,∀z} where Ω is the support of the prior. We propose an extension of this algorithm
that enables targeted simulation of parameters relevant to a given target observation xo, and locally
amortizes posteriors such that it enables empirical tests of the inference results. Local amortization
implies that our proposed method is suitable when x ∈ {g(θ, z) | θ ∈ Γ,∀z} where the parameter
region Γ ⊂ Ω is a function of xo and will be defined below.
We observe that values of θ which could not have plausibly generated xo evaluate to negligible
posterior density, i.e. p(θ | xo) ≈ 0, which suggests that the corresponding parameters θ do not
significantly contribute to the marginalization in Eq. (1). We denote a prior that is suitably constrained




where 1Γ(θ) is an indicator function that is unity on Γ ⊂ Ω and zero otherwise, and V −1 is a
normalizing constant (which can be interpreted as the fractional volume of the truncated prior). The
subscript Γ denotes quantities  based on a prior truncated by indicator function 1Γ.
We define a rectangular indicator function 1Γrec by discarding parameters that lie in the far tails of the




∣∣∣∣ ∀d = 1, . . . , D : p(θd | xo)maxθd p(θd | xo) > ε
}
. (6)
For Gaussian joint posteriors, this scheme leads to one dimensional marginal posteriors pΓ(θd | xo)
that are truncated at their approximately ±
√
−2 ln εσ tail. In general, truncation will lead to an
approximation error that can be estimated as pΓrec(θ | xo) = p(θ | xo) +O(ε) maxθ p(θ | xo), see
Appendix C. Throughout this paper, we use ε = 10−6, which corresponds to ±5.26σ for a Gaussian
posterior. Those truncations do not affect the location of high-probability credible contours and have
hence no practical effect on parameter inference tasks. We provide more exemplary error estimates
for a range of cases in Appendix C.
Our algorithm defines a series of nested indicator functions 1Γ(m) whose regions have the property
Ω := Γ(1) ⊃ Γ(2) ⊃ · · · ⊃ Γ(M) ⊃ Γrec. (7)
They iteratively approximate the indicator function 1Γrec in multiple rounds m = 1, . . . ,M . This
sequence is generated with the following steps:
• We initialize Γ(1) = Ω, meaning that we start with the unconstrained prior.
• Each round 1 ≤ m ≤ M , we train D, one dimensional ratio estimators r̂d,Γ(m)(x | θd)
using data from within the constrained region, θ ∈ Γ(m). The estimated marginal posterior
is p̂Γ(m)(θd | x) = r̂d,Γ(m)(x | θd)pΓ(m)(θd). To this end, do MNRE, setting ϑk = θk, d ∈
{1, 2, . . . , D} using the constrained prior pΓ(m)(θ) with N (m) training samples per round.









Algorithm 1 Truncated Marginal Neural Ratio Estimation (TMNRE)
Inputs: Simulator p(x | θ), factorizable prior p(θ), real observation x0, max rounds M ,
training data per round N (m), threshold ε, dimension of parameters D, mass ratio β,
classifiers ρ1(x,θ) = {σ◦fφ,d(x, θd)}Dd=1 and ρ2(x,θ) = {σ◦fφ,d(x,ϑd)}
(D,D)
d=(1,1).
Outputs: Parameterized classifiers ρ1(x,θ) and ρ2(x,θ), constrained region Γ
rec.
1: procedure MNRE(D, θ′, ρφ)












Initialize: D(0) ← {}, Γ(0) ← supp(p(θ)), α(0) ← 0, m← 1.
1: procedure TMNRE




∣∣∣ θ(n) ∈ Γ(m−1)} . Retain data in region
4: N (m)simulate ← N (m) − |D
(m−1)
Γ | . Calculate num. necessary simulations




n=1 . Sample for jointly distributed pairs
6: x← {x(n) ∼ p(x | θ(n))}N
(m)
simulate
n=1 . Simulate jointly distributed pairs
7: θ′ ← {θ(n) ∼ 1Γ(m−1)(θ)p(θ)}N
(m)
n=1 . Sample for marginally distributed pairs




n=1 . Aggregate training data





∣∣∣∣ ∀d : p̂d,Γ(m) (θd|xo)maxθd p̂d,Γ(m) (θd|xo) > ε
}





1Γ(m−1)(θ)p(θ)dθ . Update prior mass ratio
12: m← m+ 1 . Increment counter
13: ρ2 ← MNRE(D(m), θ
′, ρ2)
14: return ρ1, ρ2, Γ(m)
• The last round is determined either when m = M or when a stopping criterion
is reached. The stopping criterion is defined by the ratio of consecutive truncated
prior masses. It is satisfied when the sequence of truncated priors have the property∫
1Γ(m)(θ)p(θ)dθ/
∫
1Γ(m−1)(θ)p(θ)dθ > β. We often set β = 0.8.
• Using the data from this final constrained region, we train all one and higher-dimensional
marginal posteriors of interest.
We briefly address failure modes. First, this algorithm relies on the assumption that posterior estimates
p̂Γ(m)(θd | xo) from MNRE provide a good approximation of p(θd | xo). An over-confident estimate
would remove parameter ranges that are part of Γrec. In practice, we have not observed this effect.
We give credit to early stopping and a conservative choice of ε, and provide further illustration and
support in Sec. 3 below. Second, since the truncated posterior only agrees with the ground truth up to
corrections of order ε, the iterative scheme will not converge to Eq. (6); rather to a similar expression
where the right-hand side of the inequality in Eq. (6) receives additional O(ε) corrections. Although
these corrections mildly affect the truncations, they are of little practical relevance since we choose
an ε which is very small. Both failure modes are diagnosed by checking whether high probability
regions of the estimated posteriors intersect with the boundaries of the indicator function.
Like sequential methods [10, 14] the number of rounds M , the training data per round N (m), and any
stopping criteria β are hyperparameters. For further discussion and default values see Appendix A,
for bound derivations and limitations see Appendix C and D. We present TMNRE in Algorithm 1.
Properties of our algorithm. We discuss the properties of our algorithm in support of Table 1.
First, our algorithm performs targeted inference by successively focusing on regions of the parameter
space that are compatible with an observation xo. Second, since training data is always drawn from
the prior, it is possible to efficiently train arbitrary marginal posteriors with the same training data
generated for round M . Third, the algorithm trains locally amortized posteriors that are valid for
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parameters θ ∈ Γ(m), facilitating empirical consistency checks of the estimated posteriors within this
region. All these aspects will be demonstrated in the experiments in the following section.
3 Experiments
First, we perform experiments to compare TMNRE to other algorithms on standard benchmarks from
the simulator-based inference literature. Next, we highlight useful aspects of our algorithm regarding
targeted inference, marginalization and local amortization with two additional experiments. Further
experiments, including application on a cosmology simulator, can be found in Appendix E.
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● 1-dim / ■ 2-dim Marginal Gaussian Mixture
Figure 1: Performance on marginalized posterior bench-
mark tasks. Classification accuracy (C2ST-ddm) of our
method, TMNRE, and REJ-ABC, NLE, NPE, NRE_B, SMC-
ABC, SNLE, SNPE, and SNRE_B for 10 observations each,
means and 95% confidence intervals. One and two dimen-
sional scores are plotted. Lower scores imply better posteri-
ors. Our simulation budget is approximate but within ∼ 5%
of reported value. The plot and tasks are derivative of [38].
We compare the performance of
our algorithm with other traditional
and neural simulation-based inference
methods on a selection of problems
from the SBI benchmark [38]. Each
task is defined by a simulator, ten ob-
servations, a simulation budget, and
10,000 samples drawn from corre-
sponding reference and approximate
posterior distributions. The refer-
ence samples enable quantification of
algorithmic accuracy on a range of
performance metrics. We evaluate
performance on each of the follow-
ing tasks: Gaussian Linear Uniform,
SLCP, SLCP Distractors, Gaussian
Mixture, and Two Moons. Each has a
uniform prior. Details in Appendix A.
Since our method estimates every one
and two dimensional marginal poste-
rior, we compare samples from our
approximate marginal posteriors with
samples from the reference joint pos-
terior, marginalized over nuisance pa-
rameters. We quantify the results
using the Classifier 2-Sample Test
[39, 40]. We train a C2ST classifier











one and two dimensional marginals,
and report the mean values, and 95%
confidence intervals, in Figure 1. We
call this averaged performance metric C2ST-ddm, see Appendix B for more detail. The results are
presented as grouped by dimensionality since learning difficulty increases with dimension and we
expect this to be reflected in the C2ST-ddm scores.
For comparison, we computed the C2ST-ddm on the other benchmark methods’ posterior samples.
Unlike our method, which was trained on the marginals directly, the benchmark methods were trained
to estimate the joint posterior. We note that since TMNRE trains a neural network for every marginal
(efficiently, in parallel), our method has many times more parameters than any neural likelihood-free
inference method that directly targets the joint. However, parameter count is not usually a scarce
resource in this setting. Training hyperparameters can be found in Appendix A.
As shown in Figure 1, our method outperformed both REJ-ABC and SMC-ABC on all tasks. The
maximum number of rounds before meeting the stopping criteria was four for Two Moons, Gaussian
Linear Uniform, and Gaussian Mixture. TMNRE was competitive with sequential methods at high
simulation budget on these tasks, while it performed only slightly better than non-sequential methods
on the SLCP and SLCP Distractors. TMNRE stopped after only two and one round(s) on SLCP
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and SLCP Distractors. Doing marginal inference directly offers increased efficiency compared to
non-sequential methods across tasks. On the tasks with narrow posteriors, it offered comparable
accuracy with sequential methods given large simulation budget, The benefit was diminished on tasks
with wide posteriors like SLCP and SLCP Distractors–a limitation of the method. In general, TMNRE
provides sufficient accuracy and local amortization. Neither sequential nor non-sequential methods
offer both.
3.2 Efficient targeted inference: a 3-dim torus model




















Figure 2: First through Third Panel: View of torus marginal posteriors as estimated by rejection
sampling, TMNRE, and MNRE. In some dimensions, the posterior extends the full unit cube prior
width, while in others it is very narrow. TMNRE easily finds the asymmetric details after constraining
to the relevant region while MNRE does not. Fourth Panel: The results of a hyperparameter scan of ε
on the torus task. The C2ST-ddm per simulation is reported versus ε. The mean and 95% confidence




























Figure 3: Performance metrics on
MNRE and TMNRE versus simula-
tion budget. Budgets determined
by truncation algorithm. T: Prior
volume. M: According to C2ST-
ddm, TMNRE produces more accu-
rate posteriors. L: KL divergence
summed over 1-dim marginals;
same result.
We define a task which highlights the effectiveness of truncating
the prior, namely a simulator with a very small torus shaped
posterior. We present an ablation study of the truncation method
along with a hyperparameter scan of ε. The task’s details are
enumerated in Appendix A.
We ran Algorithm 1 which satisfied the stopping criterion after
four rounds. We performed marginal likelihood-to-evidence
ratio estimation on all one and two dimensional marginals for
each step in the sequence of constrained regions, using the
number of samples available that round. We also trained an
estimator which used the same simulation budget but the sam-
ples were drawn from the unconstrained prior. We analyzed the
prior volume, C2ST-ddm, and the sum of one dimensional KL
divergences at each round for both methods. The posteriors are
shown in Figure 2 and the performance metrics for the ablation
study, are shown in Figure 3.
We found TMNRE very accurately approximated all marginals
at the maximum simulation budget. MNRE placed mass in the
correct region but missed the shape of the posterior entirely. TM-
NRE improved simulation efficiency compared with MNRE as
indicated by the slope of the C2ST-ddm. The max-normalized
posterior estimates at every round are plotted in Figure 4. We
note that given the limited training data in early rounds, our
method predicts wider posteriors than the ground truth. These
are called conservative posterior estimates and they are the
preferred failure mode for practitioners.
To determine the effects the hyperparameter ε, we performed a
grid search between 10−10 to 10−1 using TMNRE on the same
simulator. We reported the performance in terms of the C2ST-
ddm per simulation in Figure 2 and repeated the experiment five times. We observe that the optimal
value of ε was 10−6 since it was the most conservative value of ε that optimized the metric.
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Figure 4: First panel: The ratio estimator for θ2 in the 3-dim torus example, for several consecutive
rounds. The estimator is conservative with limited data because it converges from above against the
final results (red line). Second to Fourth Panels: Empirical versus nominal credibility for the highest
posterior density intervals (HPDI) for each θd in the 3-dim torus.
3.3 Empirical tests of inference results through local amortization
Our algorithm locally amortizes the posterior for parameters drawn from the constrained prior pΓ(θ).
This opens the door for various experimental diagnostics to test the reliability of our trained inference
networks with simulated data (which is also possible for NRE [41], but not for sequential methods
that are exclusively targeting on one specific observation rather than a range of observations). We
demonstrate this by comparing the empirical credibility to the nominal credibility for the highest
posterior density intervals.
For the 3-dim torus example, we draw 10000 samples (x, θd) ∼ p(x | θ)pΓ(θ) from the constrained
generative model. For all samples, we generate marginal posteriors, p̂(θd | x). For those marginal
posteriors, we then derive the frequency with which t% highest density intervals contain the true
value θd. The result is shown in Fig. 4. It provides an immediate check of the reliability of our trained
inference networks without knowing the ground truth, and provides a safeguard against overconfident
statements, which is critical for using the results of inference networks in a scientific context.
3.4 Efficient marginal posteriors: a 10-dim egg-box model
We define a posterior that, when plotted in two dimensions, looks like a top-down view of an 2× 2
egg-box. Let θ, g(θ) ∈ RD and θk denote the kth element of θ, then the simulator for this problem
is defined gk(θ) = sin(θk · π). To fix the posterior shape, we set θk,o = 14 , k = 1, 2, . . . , D and
x0 = g(θo). The likelihood is determined by an additive noise model p(x | θ) = N (g(θ), σ2I)
with σ = 0.1. The total number of modes in our 10-dimensional model is 210 = 1024. Realistic
models do not typically feature such a regular mode structure, but this pattern enables an analytic
estimate of ground truth posteriors for comparison with the various algorithms.
Given 10,000 training samples drawn from the prior and a D = 10 dimensional parameter space, we
trained MNRE to estimate all one and two dimensional marginals, the SBI [42] implementation of NRE
and SNRE on the joint, and finally a marginalized version of SNRE (SMNRE). In SMNRE, we divided
the samples across 10 rounds and each round proposed samples according to the previous round’s
posterior distribution for the predicted marginals, but the initial prior for the nuisance parameters.
Since, in a general setting, SMNRE cannot use samples from another marginal estimator, we divided
the 10,000 training samples evenly among the 55, one and two dimensional marginal estimators, each
estimator receiving 181 training samples. 25,000 samples from each reported posterior are visible in
Figure 5. Our method was the only one which recovered the structure of the ground truth marginal
posteriors, providing empirical evidence that estimating marginals directly can provide high accuracy
at low simulation budgets for complex high-dimensional posteriors.
4 Discussion and conclusions
We presented Truncated Marginal Neural Ratio Estimation (TMNRE), a simulation-based inference
algorithm based on NRE. The core idea of our algorithm is to focus on most probable parameter
regions by truncating marginal posteriors in their very low-probability tails. For Gaussian posteriors
this is typically beyond 5σ and does not significantly affect the higher density contours. In addition
to performing on par or better than existing algorithms on standard benchmarks, TMNRE is better
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Figure 5: Posteriors from the 10-dim eggbox benchmark (only 4 parameters are shown for clarity).
All methods received 10k training samples and produced 25k posterior samples. NRE and SNRE
were trained jointly, while MNRE and SMNRE were trained marginally. SMNRE cannot share training
samples between marginals so each estimator received an equal share of the total simulation budget,
181 samples. Our method is the only one which recovered the structure of the ground truth.
suited to the practitioner’s needs than other algorithms because it offers simulation efficient marginal
posterior estimation and the capacity to perform efficient consistency checks through local amortiza-
tion. These features are particularly desirable to scientists whose simulators are expensive and rife
with nuisance parameters.
TMNRE uses a sequence of training and sampling rounds to automatically produce parameters with
high posterior density, i.e. relevant to a particular observation xo. The output of this sequence
is a hyperrectangular approximation to a highest posterior density region, implicitly defined by
hyperparameter ε. That means simulations from within this constrained region are likely informative
while simulations from outside the region are likely uninformative. Using data drawn from this
constrained region, TMNRE estimates any marginal posterior of interest directly using a marginal
likelihood-to-evidence ratio; a simpler and more practical technique than estimating the entire joint
posterior. Finally, by construction, our targeted inference method can accurately estimate posteriors
of simulations from within the constrained parameter region. This freedom facilitates fast empirical
studies of the nominal credible regions, which are of critical importance in real-life applications when
there is no ground truth posterior to compare to.
On the SBI benchmark [38], we found that TMNRE is on par with the most effective SBI algorithms,
such as SNRE [8], as measured by the C2ST performance metric, Fig. 1. We highlighted the benefits
of TMNRE using two showcase tasks: a torus-shaped posterior and an eggbox-shaped posterior.
The torus featured a very narrow posterior that TMNRE found and accurately learned while simple
MNRE failed to do so, Fig. 3. We demonstrated validity of our iterative procedure, and the ability to
perform important validation tests by testing the nominal credible intervals empirically, Fig. 4. The
eggbox’s joint posterior featured 1024 modes. MNRE efficiently estimated the marginal posteriors
whereas other algorithms which estimate the joint posterior on the same task generally showed low
performance, Fig. 5.
The presented algorithm is aimed at marginal posterior inference, which is a typical goal for scientific
applications, but does not allow, e.g., to evaluate the posterior predictive distribution which requires
the joint posterior. Furthermore, our algorithm particularly shines for high-dimensional problems
with complex and/or narrow posteriors, whereas we expect that simpler problems could benefit from
some of the other available SBI method. We address further limitations of our method in Appendix D.
We note that the hyperrectangular indicator function, defined in Eq. (8), is not optimal if some of the
parameters are strongly correlated. However, it can be straightforwardly extended to more complex
shapes. The challenge is to efficiently define the boundaries of the indicator function and sample
from within it, a problem tackled by effective nested sampling algorithms [43].
This work is primarily foundational and the societal impacts, other than the cost of training machine
learning models, would therefore be drawn from a hypothetical application. As this is an inference
method, it would be possible to apply it to biased simulators which could reinforce unethical patterns.
This could go unnoticed if the simulator was too complex to assess ethically. We urge caution when
applying the method to problems which could reasonably affect living things. On the other hand,
this work was inspired by necessity from astrophysical problems and is already being applied to
simulators which produce general public engagement in science such as understanding gravitational
waves and the history of the universe, see Appendix E. In general, the societal impacts are closely
tied to the implications of the simulators themselves.
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A Experiments
In this section we present the relevant experimental details including a comprehensive list of exper-
iments in Table 2. We first discuss the computational setting and approximate computational cost.
Afterwards the details for the SBI benchmark, the torus, and the eggbox are presented. Finally we
discuss how we generate our datasets and how we can use the estimated likelihood-to-evidence ratio









GLU 10 TMNRE {1, 10, 100}E3 1d, 2d 1d, 2d 1d C2ST-ddm
GLU 10 SBI {1, 10, 100}E3 Joint 1d, 2d C2ST-ddm
Gaussian Mixture 2 TMNRE {1, 10, 100}E3 1d, 2d 1d, 2d 1d C2ST-ddm
Gaussian Mixture 2 SBI {1, 10, 100}E3 Joint 1d, 2d C2ST-ddm
SLCP 5 TMNRE {1, 10, 100}E3 1d, 2d 1d, 2d 1d C2ST-ddm
SLCP 5 SBI {1, 10, 100}E3 Joint 1d, 2d C2ST-ddm
SLCP (distractors) 5 TMNRE {1, 10, 100}E3 1d, 2d 1d, 2d 1d C2ST-ddm
SLCP (distractors) 5 SBI {1, 10, 100}E3 Joint 1d, 2d C2ST-ddm
Two Moons 2 TMNRE {1, 10, 100}E3 1d, 2d 1d, 2d 1d C2ST-ddm
Two Moons 2 SBI {1, 10, 100}E3 Joint 1d, 2d C2ST-ddm
Torus 3 TMNRE 4985, 11322, 21127, 32032 1d, 2d 1d, 2d 1d C2ST-ddm, KLD, Visual
Torus 3 MNRE 4985, 11322, 21127, 32032 1d, 2d 1d, 2d C2ST-ddm, KLD, Visual
Torus (epsilon scan) 3 TMNRE ∼ 30 E3 1d, 2d 1d, 2d 1d C2ST-ddm / simulation
Egg Box 2 modes / dim 10 MNRE 10 E3 1d, 2d 1d, 2d Visual
Egg Box 2 modes / dim 10 NRE 10 E3 Joint 1d, 2d Visual
Egg Box 2 modes / dim 10 SNRE 10 E3 Joint 1d, 2d Visual
Egg Box 2 modes / dim 10 SMNRE 10 E3 1d, 2d 1d, 2d Visual








Early stopping patience 20
Epsilon e−13 ≈ 10−6
Hidden features 64
Percent validation 10%
Reduce lr factor 0.1










Most calculations were performed on a local computing cluster which offered ten TitanX GPU nodes.
We estimate the total computation time, including prototype runs, was approximately 613 GPU hours.
We calculated the cost of one run of the benchmark then multiplied it by 10 for this estimation. The
computation of the C2ST-ddm on the marginals from existing data was performed on the same cluster
but using cpu nodes. According to mlco2.github.io this would imply 66.3 kg CO2 at a normal
institution; however, our cluster is run exclusively on wind power.
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Table 4: Actual bounds of stochastic simulation budget for TMNRE along with number of rounds
before the stoppping criterion was reached. Maximum of one round implies that there was no
truncation and the method is effectively doing MNRE.
Min simulation count Max simulation count Min Rounds Max Rounds
Marginal Task Simulation Budget
Two Moons 1000 934 1056 1 4
10000 9941 10558 1 4
100000 99863 104919 2 3
Gaussian Linear Uniform 1000 952 1056 1 1
10000 9760 10469 1 4
100000 100223 105468 1 4
SLCP 1000 949 1050 1 1
10000 9901 10546 1 1
100000 99616 104968 1 2
SLCP Distractors 1000 951 1035 1 1
10000 9931 10141 1 1
100000 99431 100882 1 1
Gaussian Mixture 1000 954 1072 1 4
10000 9902 10582 2 4
100000 99567 105704 2 3
A.2 SBIBM details
We performed a marginalized version of the SBI benchmark on a subset of the tasks [38], namely Two
Moons, Gaussian Linear Uniform, SLCP, SLCP Distractors, and Gaussian Mixture. Each task has ten
parameters drawn from the corresponding prior. Each of those parameters are pushed through the
simulator and those become ten observations with a known ground truth posterior and true generating
parameter.
Two Moons has a two dimensional posterior where the mass is concentrated into two separated half
circles. Gaussian Linear Uniform’s simulator simply takes the underlying parameter to be the mean
of a ten dimensional spherical Gaussian. Therefore, the posterior is merely a Gaussian, cutoff by
the uniform prior. SLCP stands for simple likelihood complex posterior and has a five dimensional
parameter space which, after a nonlinear transformation, define the mean and covariance of a two-
dimensional, non-spherical Gaussian. Four points are sampled from this Gaussian and that serves as
the observational data. SLCP Distractors is just like SLCP but contains 92 superfluous dimensions in
the data which are concatenated with the observational data from SLCP. Finally, Gaussian Mixture
defines a simulator which is simply a mixture of two, two-dimensional Gaussians with the same
parameterized mean but one has a much wider covariance than the other. For the exact details we
refer the reader to Ref. [38] where these tasks are defined at great length. A summary of some of the
details for each of these tasks, and the algorithm applied to them, are contained in the Experiment
Table 2.
The other methods estimated the joint posterior in some manner while TMNRE targeted the marginals
directly. The full list of alternative methods are called REJ-ABC, NLE, NPE, NRE_B, SMC-ABC,
SNLE, SNPE, SNRE_B. These methods represent a significant portion of the neural simulation-based
inference literature and will not be described in detail here. Please consult Ref. [38].
We defined a summary of the C2ST across the task’s marginals by taking the average over same-
dimensional marginals and averaged over the observations, see (9). These values are reported for
all methods in Figure 1 where the 95% confidence intervals are computed for the C2ST-ddm over
observations, i.e. the variance across marginals in the C2ST-ddm calculation is not carried forward
into the reported uncertainty. We found it to be very small compared to the reported values and was
unlikely to make a significant difference.
The authors note that data and code was used from SBIBM which can be found on GitHub at
https://github.com/sbi-benchmark/sbibm. It is distributed with the MIT license.
Out method TMNRE was trained to learn all one and two dimensional likelihood-to-evidence ratios
thereby predicting the posterior distribution. Since we applied TMNRE, the algorithm truncated the
prior distribution depending on the learned marginal likelihood-to-evidence ratio. We gave a generous
maximum of ten rounds but no task used so many. The maximum was four before the stopping
criterion was satisfied. We used the ratio of the constrained prior mass from the current round to
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the previous round, namely β in Algorithm 1, as a stopping criterion and set it to 0.8. The stopping
criterion was satisfied after a certain number of rounds details about the maximum and minimum
round for every task, at every budget, can be found in Table 4. We applied the heuristic for the
simulation budget found in Appendix A.5.
The final estimated likelihood-to-evidence ratio approximates the posterior on the constrained region.
Samples were drawn from this posterior using rejection sampling. The samples from these marginals,
in the constrained region, are used for the reported C2ST-ddm in Figure 1.
A.3 Torus details
We use a simulator and prior with a torus shaped posterior to showcase three aspects of TMNRE. The
ground truth can be seen on the left in Figure 2. We proceed with the details of the simulator followed
but subsections which give the details for every showcase experiment.
If we let θ, g(θ) ∈ R3 and θk denote the kth element of θ, then the simulator for this problem is
defined g(θ) = (θ0,
√
(θ0 − a)2 + (θ1 − b)2, θ2)T . The likelihood is defined by an additive noise
model, namely p(x | θ) = N (g(θ),Σ) where a, b are constant scalars and Σ is a diagonal, positive
definite matrix. In our experiments we let a = 0.6, b = 0.8, and Σ = diag(0.032, 0.0052, 0.22).
To ensure an approximately torus-shaped posterior, we select a “noiseless” observation of interest
x0 = g(θ0) and parameters θ0 = (0.57, 0.8, 1.0)T .
A.3.1 Torus TMNRE and MNRE Metrics
Since we did not have a clear simulation budget during the initial run of TMNRE, we determined the
number of simulations in the following round by multiplying the retained simulations by 1.5 and
sampling from a Poisson distribution. We started with 5,000 requested samples and up to 10 rounds.
In the end that meant we ran Algorithm 1 with the following number of simulations in each round:
4985, 11322, 21127, 32032. The stopping criterion was met in four rounds, before the maximum
number of rounds was reached.
A sample visualization of this truncation process is visible in Figure 6. As described in the text,
each of these truncated priors were utilized for an ablation study where we estimated the marginal
likelihood-to-evidence ratio using either the truncated prior or the true prior. In effect, testing the
value of TMNRE versus MNRE. Once the number of simulations were fixed by TMNRE we used
exactly the same number of simulations at that stage with MNRE.
A.3.2 Epsilon Hyperparameter Scan
To determine a useful default value for the cutoff threshold ε, we ran TMNRE on the torus simulator,
as described above, at 10 different values of epsilon. Namely, εi ∈ {10i : i = −1, . . . ,−10}. At
every round, the simulator requested approximately 10,000 more simulations than were retained from
the previous round. The amount of simulations was determined stochastically, see Appendix A.5.
Once the method had hit the stopping criteria, the one and two dimensional C2ST-ddm was computed
and normalized by the number of simulations required to generate it. The results were plotted by
truncation cutoff ε on the right in Figure 2. We determined that 10−6 minimized the C2ST-ddm
approximately as well as the global minima 10−4 while truncating the prior more conservatively.
A.3.3 Empirical Self-Consistency Test
When we do not have a ground truth to compare to, it is important that we can determine whether
the nominal credible intervals correspond to the true credible intervals. We propose to do so by
comparing the nominal credibility to the empirical credibility. An explanation of how to calculate
this performance metric is provided in Appendix B.3.
A.4 Eggbox details
The eggbox task is well described in the main text. The hyperparameters for NRE, SNRE, and SMNRE
are all the defaults as determined by SBI [42]. We implemented SMNRE by creating a custom version
of the simulator. We revealed the one or two parameters which were learned sequentially to the
SMNRE algorithm while we “baked-in” the uniform prior for the other dimensions, i.e. the simulator
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Figure 6: An example of what the truncation process looks like in both one and two dimensions. At
each round, the truncated region of the indicator function is denoted in blue. The region is slightly
transparent so that the evolution over rounds can be discerned. This plot helps visualize that truncation
only occurs at very, very low posterior density. The entire prior region is shown to emphasize that
naive sampling results in few samples within the region of interest.
sampled from a uniform distribution and simulates a concatenation of the sequentially predicted
dimensions with the uniformly predicted dimensions. We expect that SMNRE fails due to its very
limited number of simulations. This limitation might seem pathological in this symmetric setting but
it is very real in a simulator which defines an unknown posterior that may or may not have symmetry.
A.5 Simulation budget and dataset generation
First, we show that it is possible to accomplish Algorithm 1 without having to sample new indepen-
dently drawn parameters by pairing simulations with other parameters. Like several other algorithms
[8, 14], we assure the independence of x and θ by sampling two mini-batches from the dataset and
switching the θ parameters. This produces a pair of independently drawn parameters and simulations
which can be used to calculate the loss function efficiently without sampling.
Second, we discuss our heuristic for producing a useful amount of samples within the constrained
region. We divided the simulation budget between constraining and inference on the constrained
region. During the constraining phase, we set the training data per round N (m) = 0.3B where
B represents the entire simulation budget. This does not imply that each round used a third of
the simulation budget, rather the new simulations plus the retained simulations equal a third of the
budget. Finally, once the stopping criterion was satisfied, we used the remaining budget within the
estimated Γ̂rec. We found that this technique created enough simulations during the truncation rounds
to estimate Γrec relatively well while leaving a sizable portion of the simulation budget to be sampled
from the truncated prior. Naturally, we want to sample as much from the truncated prior as possible
to reduce simulations in regions of nearly zero probability density and increase simulator efficiency.
In contrast, sequential methods usually divide their simulation budget evenly across rounds. However,
since they do not have a stopping criteria it is natural to divide the simulations that way. We used this
technique when training sequential methods.
Third, we discuss the stochastic nature of our sampling technique. Rather than sampling an exact
number of parameters and corresponding simulations, we instead sampled from a Poisson distribution
centered at the the requested number of samples. In practice, this meant around a 5% difference
between the extrema of the actual number of produced simulations and the requested number of
simulations.
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A.6 How do we use the likelihood-to-evidence ratio?
Histograms. Domain scientists, in particularly astronomers and astrophysicists, typically consider
a visualization of the posterior and draw conclusions based on their problem-specific intuition and the
reported uncertainty bounds. By learning the relevant one and two dimensional marginal likelihood-
to-evidence ratios, our method can generate a visualization of the posterior, namely a corner plot of
weighted histograms, by sampling from the prior ϑ ∼ p(ϑ) and sorting the results into bins. Each
sample’s contribution is weighted according to the learned r̂(x | ϑ), creating a posterior histogram.
The histogram facilitates the computation of credible regions. In particular, finding an accurate
estimate of the (100− α)% highest density credible region is the primary goal of most astronomers.
Rejection sampling. We can use our unnormalized point-wise posterior estimate as the target and
the constrained prior as the proposal to generate samples distributed like the posterior via rejection
sampling. Let p̃Γ(ϑ | x) = r̂Γ(x | ϑ)1Γ(ϑ)p(ϑ) be our target distribution and q(ϑ) = 1Γ(ϑ)p(ϑ)
be our proposal distribution. 1Γ denotes an indicator function which is nonzero in constrained region
Γ, p̃Γ(ϑ | x) is the unnormalized posterior, and r̂Γ is the constrained likelihood-to-evidence ratio.
Following a modified version of Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE)-based rejection sampling
[54], we set M = r̂Γ(x | ϑ̂) where ϑ̂ = arg maxϑ r̂Γ(x | ϑ) is the MLE. We sample parameters




The acceptance probability is tolerable when the parameter space is low dimensional and the con-
strained prior is not significantly wider than the posterior [55]. For our method, the first condition
generally holds but the second is not guaranteed. Despite this potential inefficiency, the parallel pro-
posal and rejection of samples is resolved quickly when the acceptance probability is not vanishingly
small. In that case, likelihood-free MCMC [8, 14, 38] becomes unavoidable.
B Evaluation metrics
We introduce here the relevant evaluation metrics that we will use for our below experiments. These
are relevant both to compare our results with the ground-truth (C2ST, KL divergence), as well
as for studying desirable statistical properties of the posterior without requiring knowledge of the
ground-truth (coverage testing). Here, C2ST is motivated by its omnipresence in the simulator-based
inference literature, to which we want to compare. We additionally introduce KL divergence as a
metric that is tractable for the low-dimensional marginal posteriors that are the focus of this paper.
The neural likelihood-free inference reports several performance metrics which do not apply well
to our method... Reporting −E[log q(θo | xo)] is quite common throughout the literature [8, 10–
12, 14]. Since we learn an unnormalized posterior, we cannot compare our value to other methods.
Furthermore it is a poor indicator of performance [38]. Another common technique is to measure the
median distance between posterior-predictive samples [10, 11, 14] but this is impossible since we
learn a marginalized posterior and cannot sample from the posterior predictive distribution. Maximum
Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [56, 57] has been found to be sensitive to choice of hyperparameters [38].
It is in principle possible to apply other alternatives such at the Wasserstein distance [58] using the
Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm [59] but there is not literature precedent.
B.1 Kullback–Leibler Divergence
Since this paper is primarily interested in determining low dimensional marginal posteriors, it is
feasible to estimate the Kullback–Leibler divergence, denoted DKL, using samples and comparing
the histograms. We’ve found that this method for approximating the Kullback–Leibler divergence
is hyperparameter dependent, namely based off the number of bins. We only reported the Kull-
back–Leibler divergence for the torus problem and we used 100 bins. This effect implies that only
the difference between Kullback–Leibler divergences is relevant.
B.2 Classifier 2-Sample Test per d-Dimensional Marginal (C2ST-ddm)
The classifier 2-sample test (C2ST) [39, 40] is a performance metric where a classifier is trained
to differentiate between samples from the ground truth and approximate posterior. It features an
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interpretable scale where 1.0 implies that the classifier could distinguish every pair of samples the
distributions while 0.5 implies indistinguishably. It is possible to determine where distributions differ
using this metric [38].
We define the C2ST per d-Dimensional Marginal (C2ST-ddm) test statistic, which reports the
average C2ST across every pair of d-dimensional marginals. Consider two random variables
X ∼ P (X),Y ∼ Q(Y ) with X,Y ∈ RD and hyperparameter 1 ≤ d ≤ D that represents the
marginal dimensionality of interest. Let (SP , SQ) :=
{
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drawn from the kth d-dimensional marginal of P and Q, respectively. Now,











For our problem, we let Pk = p(ϑk | xo) and Qk = r̂k(xo | ϑk)p(ϑk).
B.3 Empirical Credible Interval Testing
Evaluating the accuracy of a posterior approximation requires access to the ground-truth and the
ability to compute a suitable metric or divergence. While acceptable during benchmarking [38],
this is impossible for practitioners because they only have access to the observation xo. Domain
scientists depend on sanity checks such as coverage testing and comparison between estimation
methods to verify that the reported posterior is accurate. Coverage testing is designed for frequentist
confidence intervals; however, we apply a similar technique to test the validity of our credible
intervals, empirically.
We report a nominal (100 - α)% credible region but the effects of approximation or training might
have influenced the contour’s shape. Our empirical testing checks whether the nominal contour aligns
with the contour ground truth by considering many realizations of x and dividing the number of
times the corresponding θ falls within the nominal credible region by the number of (θ,x)s that were
tested. When this is the case, the blue line and the orange line intersect in visualizations like Figure 4.
One major advantage of an amortized method for a real-world practitioner is the possibility of quickly
performing tests like these. During the training process many parameter-simulation pairs have already
been generated, we can use them to check the credible intervals of our method. Note that sequential
methods cannot do this without great expense because they would have to retrain their posterior
estimator on every tested observation.
C Comparing the truncated marginal likelihood-to-evidence ratio to the
truth
C.1 Exemplary error estimates
We will consider the effect of truncation on a multivariate normal distribution, and discuss various
limiting cases. Let us assume that the true posterior has the shape of a multivariate normal distribution
with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ,
p(ϑ|xo) = N (ϑ|0,Σ) . (10)





















Let us consider an indicator function 1Γ where Γ is defined as in Eq. (6), given some small ε. In
the case of vanishing parameter correlations, the covariance matrix Σ is diagonal, and the posterior
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factorizes like p(ϑ|xo) =
∏
i p(θi|xo). The truncation procedure can then be considered for
each of the one-dimensional marginal posteriors separately: Only parameter regions where |θi| <√
−2Σii ln ε for all i are included in Σ. In this case ε directly determines how far into the tails
posteriors are correctly reconstructed. Using the error function, one can show that the amount of
mass that is removed by the truncation is ε/
√
− ln ε. This motivates our general estimate of an
O(ε) maxθi p(θi|xo) effect on the truncated posteriors, where the second factor is accounting for the
right dimensionality of the expression.
Let us consider the opposite extreme of a maximally correlated posterior, with a covariance matrix
that is given by Σii = 1 and Σij = 1− ξ for i 6= j, and where ξ  1. Again, marginal posteriors
are given by Eq. (12). Since the support of the maximally correlated posterior is essentially focused
on the line θ1 ' θ2 ' · · · ' θd, truncations in all directions are identical. As a result, marginal
posteriors are affected exactly as in the previous diagonal case.
Finally, let us consider a mildly correlated posterior in two dimensions. In this case, the region
Γ would be again identified through |θi| <
√
−2Σii ln ε for i = 1, 2, but since the posterior does
not factorize anymore integrals on the constrained region become non-trivial. However, since only
O(ε) of posterior mass lies outside of Γ, this implies that only a similarly small mass fraction can
be re-distributed in the truncated marginal posteriors pΓ(θi|xo). This can significantly affect the
far low-mass tails of the distribution, with negligible effect on the high mass density regions of the
posterior.
C.2 A general estimate
Let us consider an indicator function defined through Eq. (8), first for a single marginal θi. The

























For a compact Ωi, this leads to the claimed bound in one dimension. However, also in the case of
a larger number of parameters, each truncation would remove at most mass at the level of O(ε),
leading to an overall O(ε) effect on the estimated posteriors. We emphasize that in the case of priors
with non-compact support, a re-parametrization onto priors with compact support can lead to smaller
coefficients in front of ε.
D Limitations
We note two kinds of limitations: First, we address limitations when the method works as planned.
Second, we address failure modes.
When the posterior distribution is nearly as wide as the prior, we do not gain much by truncating the
prior distribution. In this case our method would reduce to MNRE. However, this is rarely the case
in physics where the paradigm is to define an uninformative prior distribution across the accepted
bounds for a parameter and the posterior will be contained in fractions of that prior’s mass.
Another limitation is that the truncation by hyperrectangle is inherently inefficient when the marginals
of interest are highly correlated. In that situation, we are interested in a hyperellipse within the
constrained hyperrectangle but our current formulation cannot utilize this heuristic. This problem
possible to solve by using techniques from Nested Sampling which regularly seeks to efficiently
sample from within a certain density contour.
The failure modes are perhaps more obvious. If our initial round of sampling is too sparse, it is
possible to incorrectly “miss’ a region of high posterior density and cut it out of our analysis. If the
initial region is satisfactorily sampled from, this will not occur.
Another failure mode is related to the local amortization that our ratio estimators learn. While they are
able to estimate any posterior from a parameter drawn within the truncated prior, it may be that some
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of the posterior runs into the truncation. This can be identified whenever a posterior equicontour line
intersects with the truncation bounds. In general, we suggest limiting the use of the locally amortized
predictions to ones closer to the ground truth generating parameter than to the truncation bounds.
E Performance on physics example
Parameter inference plays a important role in modern cosmology. Here we use a simulator that takes
six parameters (specifying the underlying ΛCDM cosmological model) and returns three lensed




` (where T denotes temperature and E = denotes E-mode
polarization) as they would be measured by an idealized Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
experiment. The likelihood-based approach to inference in this context is provided by popular pack-
ages such as MontePython [60]. Our simulator is identical to the likelihood that in MontePython
is called fake_planck_realistic [61]. This likelihood is used, often in combination with other
likelihoods, to forecast the expected constraining power of future experiments. In this model, the
power spectra receive non-stochastic contributions from the cosmological model and the idealized
measurement instrument. Stochasticity is implemented in the form of cosmic variance, which reflects
the fact that for fixed `, each C` is determined by measuring 2` + 1 modes in the sky. The result
is that the collection of C` obeys a Wishart distribution, which at large ` can be approximated as
a multivariate normal distribution. For more details see [62]. Draws from the simulator with and
without noise are shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 7: A sample drawn from the CMB simulator, with the cosmological contribution in orange
and the noise-added sample in green. The noise model amounts to a non-stochastic contribution from
the instrument as well as a stochastic contribution (following a Wishart distribution) corresponding
to cosmic variance, in other words the fact that an individual C` is determined by measuring 2`+ 1
modes.
We use this example to study the utility of marginal ratio estimation. As such, we do not use multiple
rounds of simulation and training. This is in part due to the availability of a tractable likelihood, which
allows us to perform a Fisher estimation (i.e. Gaussian approximation) of the expected marginal
probability contours. Although the ground-truth posteriors for this inference problem turn out to be
slightly non-Gaussian, the Fisher estimation suffices to derive a reasonable region in parameter space
for inference. We therefore take a uniform prior with θd ∈
[
θd − 5σFd , θd + 5σFd
]
, where θd denotes
the ground truth parameter value and σFd =
√
(F−1)ii is the Fisher estimation of the 1σ region for
parameter i.
We compare three approaches with 5,000 samples. For comparison, an MCMC analysis of this problem
converges after roughly 45,000 accepted samples with an acceptance rate of ∼ 0.3. We compare
TMNRE, NRE, and MCMC with a limited number of samples. For MCMC we use a pre-computed
covariance matrix for proposal steps, determined by running a chain until convergence. For inference
with TMNRE and NRE, we use a linear compression layer that takes the concatenated power spectra
(each with ` ∈ [2, 2500], so that the full data vector has 7497 entries) and outputs 10 features. The
same linear compression network is shared between different ratio estimators. In other words, we
introduce a shared feature embedding of the data such that the entire neural network has the form
fφ,k(x,ϑk) = gφg,k(F φF (x),ϑk) (13)
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where F is the feature embedding, k represents the index of the marginal-of-interest, g is an MLP,
and φ represents the network weights from both g and f . This is appealing computationally but,
unlike with φg, the weights of the feature embedding are dependent on the loss of every marginal.
This is the multi-target training paradigm and can be difficult to tune [63, 64]; however, this is not a
problem for us in practice. The hyperparameters are written in Table 5.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. We see that TMNRE reproduces the ground-truth 1- and 2-σ contours
very accurately. On the other hand, NREresults in hardly any constraint on the parameter space, while
the limited MCMC run does not have accurate 2-σ contours.
Figure 8: Corner plots for various methods using 5,000 simulations (in red) vs. ground-truth MCMC
(45,000 accepted samples with acceptance rate ∼ 0.3, in black). Left: results for TMNRE. We see
excellent agreement with the ground truth. Center: corner plot for NRE. With 5,000 samples, the
marginal posteriors are hardly constrained. Right: corner plot for MCMC with 5,000 accepted (burn-in
removed) samples vs. converged MCMC chain. While the short chain gives accurate 1σ contours, it
does not yield accurate for the 2σ contours.
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Table 5: Physics Example Hyperparameters
Hyperparameter Value
Activation Function Feature Embedding: None, Ratio Estimator: RELU
AMSGRAD No








Reduce lr factor 0.25




Learning rate scheduling Decay on plateau
Optimizer ADAM
Weight Decay 0.0
Z-score observations online
Z-score parameters online
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